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SPECIAL LIMITED TIME PRICING ON
AIRELINK 60 10Gig!
And free shipping on all radios to select
countries. See page 2 for instructions.

Own your own faster-than-ﬁber, more secure, and
lease/subscription-free network.
Your Main Building
Slower Fiber/Leased Line

Glossary

Remote Building

LightPointe.com
LightPointe.de
LightPointe.fr
LightPointe.mx

®

WIRELESS FIBER — POINT TO POINT RADIOS

LIMITED TIME PROMOTIONS: Contact Sales for promotional pricing on AireLink 60 10 Gig. In addition
to this promotion, enjoy free shipping on radios and radios with integrated antenna to select countries
(USA, Canada, Germany, UK, France). Systems ordered with 1, 2, 3 foot antennas will receive free
shipping on the radio link heads, but not on the antennas, which ship separately. Must mention this
promotion at the time of order placement. Mention “Buyer’s Guide free shipping 2019Q1” promotion.
Offer subject to availability and may be changed or cancelled at any time prior to acceptance/order.

Why do organizations
deploy point to point
wireless bridges?
Faster than ﬁber
Eliminate monthly broadband bills (pays for itself)
Provide backup/failover for wired/ﬁber downtime
More secure than public networks
Superior network reliability
No trenching for ﬁber and street repairs
Fast installation

Comparison of our best selling radios...
A solution for any budget and performance need.
AireLink 60 GHz and 80 GHz solutions up to 10 Gbps
LightPointe Product
AireLink 60 SX
AireLink 60 MX
AireLink 60 LX
AireLink 60-10
AireLink 80 SX (non US)
AireLink 80 MX
AireLink 80 LX
AireLink 80 MX-10
AireLink 80 LX-10
AireLink 80 LX-10
AireLink 80 EX-10 Plus
AireLink 80 EX-10 Plus

Frequency
59-63 GHz
59-63 GHz
59-63 GHz
57-64 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
71-76/81-86 GHz
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Bandwidth
1 Gbps FDD
1 Gbps FDD
1 Gbps FDD
10 Gbps FDD
1 Gbps FDD
1 Gbps FDD
1 Gbps FDD
9.6 Gbps FDD
9.6 Gbps FDD
8.1 Gbps FDD
9.6 Gbps FDD
8.1 Gbps FDD

Max EIRP
+44 dBm
+50 dBm
+55 dBm
+58 dBm
+54 dBm
+58 dBm
+64 dBm
+45 dBm
+51 dBm
+51 dBm
+54 dBm
+54 dBm

TX Power
(max)
+8 dBm
+8 dBm
+8 dBm
+15 dBm
+14 dBm
+14 dBm
+14 dBm
+20 dBm
+20 dBm
+20 dBm
+25 dBm
+25 dBm

Latency
< 40 μs
< 40 μs
< 40 μs
< 20 μs
< 40 μs
< 40 μs
< 40 μs
< 46 μs
< 46 μs
< 46 μs
< 46 μs
< 46 μs

Real- me
Adapta on
(ACM)
Modula on
9 Levels
16QAM -5/8 through BPSK -1/21
9 Levels
6QAM -5/8 through BPSK -1/2
9 Levels
16QAM -5/8 through BPSK -1/2
6 Levels
BPSK through 128 QAM
9 Levels
16QAM -5/8 through BPSK -1/2
9 Levels
16QAM -5/8 through BPSK -1/2
9 Levels
16QAM -5/8 through BPSK -1/2
6 Levels
QAM-256 through BPSK
6 Levels
QAM-256 through BPSK
6 Levels
QAM-256 through BPSK
6 Levels
QAM-256 through BPSK
6 Levels
QAM-256 through BPSK

Availability at 99.9 %
(Rain Region K)
500m or .31 miles
900m or .56 miles
1,300m or .81 miles
400m or .25 miles
2,000m or 1.24 miles
2,500m or 1.55 miles
3,750m or 2.33 miles
1,000m or .62 miles
2,000m or 1.24 miles
3,000m or 1.86 miles
4,000m or 2.5 miles
5,000m or 3.12 miles
(99% at 9.6 Gbps)

Section 1: About LightPointe
LightPointe manufactures the highest capacity,
longest distance, and lowest latency radios.
• 60 GHz Radio solutions up to 10 Gbps
• 70/80 GHz Millimeter Wave Radio solutions up to 20 Gbps

Since 1998, LightPointe has sold tens of thousands of wireless
bridge worldwide. LightPointe’s reputation for innovation leadership,
superior product performance, and corporate stability has resulted
in the leadership position in the industry. In fact, LightPointe was
honored when EE Times magazine
named Dr. Heinz Willebrand,
LightPointe’s Chairman and
Founder, to the list of “Forty
innovators building the next-gen
foundation of the electronics
industry,” along with Steve
Wozniak (Apple), Paul Jacobs
(Qualcomm), Elon Musk (Space X,
Tesla) and other tech leaders.
We attribute these accolades to our
employees, our relentless drive to improve
every aspect of our business, and our solid
long-term backing by a multi-billion dollar
Silicon Valley firm. Although virtually all of
LightPointe’s competitors have had to raise as
many as five rounds of funding, or have simply
disappeared altogether, LightPointe remains
the shining example of independence and
common sense business practices—combined
with absolute dedication to customer satisfaction.
Go to page one >

Section 2: 60 GHz

Section 2
60 GHz Radios
Ÿ Up to 10 Gbps (20 Gbps total aggregated

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
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link capacity), providing the lowest cost
per bit in the industry for 60 GHz.
World’s fastest, lowest latency, longest
distance “Upper 60 GHz” radios, for the
FCC’s recently approved Upper 60
GHz/Lower 70 GHz spectrum. A long
distance, license-free alternative to EBand/80 GHz spectrum.
Affordable Wireless Fiber up to 2.5 Gbps,
and capable of over two miles.
Highly secure, due to oxygen absorption
preventing signals from straying beyond
target.
Easy installation (all outdoor installation
and Power over Ethernet/PoE).
Available in ‘Layer 2’ Carrier Grade
models and ‘Layer 1’ Ultra Low Latency

Section 2: 60 GHz

AireLink 60 10Gig

The Formula 1 of 60 GHz
Point to Point Backhaul Radios
LightPointe’s license-free AireLink 60 10Gig provides industry-leading
10 Gbps throughput, and is an excellent cost effective alternative to
licensed E-band (70/80 GHz) radios. Since no regulatory applications
or fees are required, you can install the system in a day and have your
organization’s buildings connected up to 1.8 km away (over 1 mile).
This “Wireless Fiber” solution avoids the costs and damage of
trenching for ﬁber, or paying for leased-line fees indeﬁnitely. The
AireLink 60 10Gig pays for itself (lowest cost per bit). It is also an
excellent backup/failover solution for wired networks. The average
Data Center outage costs $7900 per minute! Deploying redundant
wired and wireless connectivity can keep your organization up and
running, and customers satisﬁed.
Ÿ Advanced V-Band millimeter wave radio link that delivers high-

speed, low-latency, full-duplex wireless communications.
Ÿ Operates in two modes: 2 x 1.25 Gbps Ethernet connectivity
incorporating a fully integrated Ethernet switch (2.5 Gbps aggregate
throughput), or 10 Gbps direct ﬁber-to-radio connectivity for
maximum throughput and minimum latency.
Ÿ Provides 100 MHz to 2 GHz channel bandwidth, advanced
intelligence, and excellent Ethernet switching functionality.
Ÿ Integrated low-latency forward error correction (< 50 μs) assures
data transmission reliability.

Go to page one >

AireLink 60 10Gig

Section 2: 60 GHz

AireLink 60
60 MX & LX TANDEM

60 SX

60 MX

60 LX

Ÿ Highest performance 60 GHz radio on the market.
Ÿ Choice of 3 high performance antennas.
Ÿ Advanced “Lens” antenna, superior to previous

generation flat panel antennas.
Ÿ Up to 2 x Gigabit Ethernet LAN throughput.
Ÿ Up to +55 dBm max EIRP, compared to competitors’

42 dBm, provides higher reliability & longer distance.
Point-to-Point Connectivity
Operational range between
25 m (~80 feet) and 1850 m (~1.15 mile)

Next Generation 60 GHz Point-to-Point Radios
LightPointe’s AireLink wireless bridges set a new benchmark in 60 GHz technology for
building-to-building connectivity. Based on over two years of research and
development, these backhaul radios are the most affordable, advanced 60 GHz radios
available and include a choice of three antennas capable of the highest performance in
the industry. And now AireLink radios come with built-in BluetoothTM street level link
monitoring, and can be ordered with full line speed AES 256 encryption.

60 SX

Whether connecting two buildings in a business or school campus, or providing small
cell backhaul in an architecturally sensitive historic district, these radios will provide
years of reliable service while avoiding monthly leased line costs. And best of all,
60 GHz is license free in most countries—so your organization can install these radios
quickly and without annual regulatory fees.

Advanced Features

Enterprise & Carrier Applications
Ÿ

Fiber-like long distance building connectivity for
schools, businesses, government buildings and
hospitals—without trenching/installing fiber or the
recurring costs of leased-line alternatives.

Ÿ

4G/LTE macro and small cell mobile backhaul.

Ÿ

Disaster recovery/emergency communications
restoration.

Ÿ

Digital video and video surveillance connectivity.

Ÿ

Remote storage access.

Ÿ

Local Area Network extension.

Ÿ

Military theater of operations and base connectivity.

Ÿ

High speed full-duplex up to 2.5 Gbps with low latency (<40 µs).
Flexible connections, PoE, & helpful LED indicators.
Data transmission using industry leading 9 levels of Adaptive
Coding & Modulation (ACM), automatic or user selectable.
High transmission security & interference resistance.
Optional Full Line Speed FIPS compliant AES 256 encryption.
Fully Integrated street-level BluetoothTM link monitoring app.
Choice of fiber optic or copper interfaces.
Unparalleled ease of installation, alignment, & operation.
Transmission power control for short distance deployments.
Redundant power supplies.
Compact & aesthetic design for sensitive installations.
Innovative small footprint ultra high gain Lens Antenna with the
industry’s best in class side lobe suppression & superior
performance when compared to flat panel antennas (60 SX).
LENS
ANTENNA

TRANSMITTER
& RECEIVER

Go to page one >

RF ENERGY

Section 2: 60 GHz

IndustrialLinkTM60

INDUSTRIAL WIRELESS
Designed for manufacturing, mobile platforms, and harsh applications.
Advanced “Lens” antenna, superior to previous generation flat panel
antennas, and ideal for tight locations.
1.25 Gbps both directions (2.5 Gbps aggregated capacity).
Highest performance, most rugged 60 GHz radio.
Special rubberized mount and components to
reduce vibration and optimize reliability.

Ruggedized 60 GHz Industrial Wireless Bridge
LightPointe’s IndustrialLink IL60 wireless bridge is a ruggedized, special purpose 60 GHz point to point radio
designed for robust performance in applications with vibration or movement, such as on rail-based
manufacturing platforms, robotic equipment, and mobile systems. Our radios have been deployed in steel
manufacturing plants and other industrial production environments where safety, reliability, and production
quality is paramount. The IL60 is also ideal for deployment in harsh locations (military, emergency response).
Thanks to LigthPointe’s innovative Lens Antenna, which out performs and is more stable than flat antennas,
and a special rubberized radio mount, full duplex gigabit capacity performance is achieved. And an optional
TM
radio monitoring system with built-in Bluetooth enables users to keep an eye on performance in real-time
simply by using LightPointe’s AireLink Viewer App, which runs on a smart phone. And best of all, 60 GHz is
license free in most countries—so your organization can install these radios quickly, without regulatory fees.

Industrial Wireless & Mobile Applications
Harsh environments such as factories and locations with vibration or other environmental factors where running
fiber would be costly or impossible. And thanks to power control, the IL60 can operate close range or up to 1/2 mile.
M2M (Machine to Machine) communications, such as sensor and metering data, quality monitoring, operational
parameter adjustments, and safety information transmission (Industry 4.0/Cyber Physical Systems connectivity).
Provide communications for mobile Automated Guided Carts (AGC), Autonomous Robots, and rail-based platforms
(e.g., manufacturing, automation, amusement park attractions, people movers).
Data loading/off-loading in transportation applications such as ships/boats near docks, and trains in stations.
Point to Point connectivity for temporary wireless applications, such as concerts, military theater of operations, and
emergency communications restoration.
Digital video and video surveillance connectivity in severe environments demanding extreme reliability.

TM

IndustrialLink IL60
Industrial Wireless Bridge
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Section 3: 80 GHz

Section 3
80 GHz Radios
Ÿ Light-licensed in most countries

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
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(affordable/fast regulatory registration,
which prevents interference from other
links).
Longer distances and higher capacity
than 60 GHz radios.
Up to 20 Gbps Full Duplex, for a total
aggregated link capacity of 40 Gbps!
Up to 9 miles (15000 m) or more,
depending on location.
10 Gbps model uses just one radio on
each side of link (nearest competitors
require 2 on each side, doubling the
cost).
Highly secure, due to “pencil-beam”
narrow transmission path.
Available in ‘Layer 2’ Carrier Grade
models and ‘Layer 1’ Ultra Low Latency
models (world’s fastest 80 GHz radios).

Section 3: 80 GHz
80 EX (3’)

AireLink 80 1.25 & 2.50 Gbps

80 LX (2’)

80 TANDEM (1’, 2’, 3’)
80 MX (1’)

80 SX (8”)

World’s highest performance 70/80 GHz radios
Choice of 4 high gain antennas, depending on region
Future-proof features via software upgrades
Up to 2 x Gigabit Ethernet LAN throughput
+68 dBm max EIRP for reliability & long distance
Unique BluetoothTM street-level monitoring feature
Real-time AES 256 encryption option

Point-to-Point Connectivity
Operational range between
100 m (~328 feet) and 15000 m (~9 miles)

Next Generation 70 & 80 GHz Point-to-Point Radios
LightPointe’s AireLink wireless millimeter wave radios are designed for enterprise building-to-building/campus
connectivity, ISPs, security camera backhaul networks, and mobile wireless service providers seeking fiber like
multi-gigabit backhaul capacity. These highly affordable advanced backhaul radios can be equipped with four
high gain parabolic antennas of different sizes for shorter and longer distance applications. AireLink radios are
available with built-in Bluetooth street level remote link/performance monitoring, a unique LightPointe feature,
and include optional real-time and full line speed AES 256 encryption.
And thanks to LightPointe’s innovative and flexible software license upgrade feature, the customer has the option
to customize feature sets at time of purchase or later as the needs of their particular network evolve. This makes
the AireLink 80 a safe, long-term future proof investment.

Enterprise & Carrier Applications
Fiber-like long distance building connectivity for
schools, businesses, government buildings and
hospitals—without trenching/installing fiber or the
recurring costs of leased-line alternatives.

Advanced Features
High speed full-duplex up to 2.5 Gbps with low latency (<40 µs).
Flexible connections, PoE, & helpful LED indicators.

4G/5G LTE macro and small cell mobile backhaul.

Data transmission using industry leading 9 levels of Adaptive
Coding & Modulation (ACM).

Disaster recovery/emergency communications
restoration.

“Future proof” anytime remote feature upgrades.

Digital video and video surveillance connectivity.
Remote storage access.
Local Area Network extension.
Military theater of operations/base connectivity.

Real-time full Line Speed FIPS AES 256 encryption option.
Fully Integrated street-level BluetoothTM link monitoring app.
Choice of fiber optic or copper interfaces.
Unparalleled ease of installation, alignment, & operation.
Transmission power control for short distance deployments.

USA manufacturing efficiency & value
combined with precision German engineering
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Redundant power supplies.
Compact & aesthetic design for sensitive installations.

Section 3: 80 GHz

AireLink 80 10 Gbps
TM

State of the Art Features

World’s highest capacity
system.
And, unlike competitors,
10 Gbps is transmitted from
just one radio...not two.
Plus, customers can
upgrade to dual
radio/20 Gbps
later!

20

Gbps Link

10 Gbps+10 Gbps

High capacity & affordable 70/80 GHz backhaul radios.
Longest distance (choice of high gain antennas).
All-outdoor design for simple and fast installation.
Up to 10 Gbps with one radio, and upgradeable
to dual-radio 20 Gbps.
The leading wireless backhaul solution
for Enterprises, 4G/5G networks,
Data Centers, ISPs, & other
networks where ultra high
capacity is critical for
data & digital video.

Point-to-Point Connectivity
Operational range of
up to ~9 miles (15 km)

1 foot/30cm

10 Gbps 70/80GHz Radios for PtP & Metro Rings

2 foot/60cm

3 foot/90cm

Since 1998 LightPointe has been the leader in wireless bridges, as
competitors have come and gone. Backed by a multi-billion dollar
company, LightPointe is capable of relentless innovation and advances in
manufacturing, providing peace of mind and the ultimate in high
performance radios. LightPointe's AireLink 80 10Gig system requires only
one radio on each side of the link to achieve 10 Gbps full duplex data
throughput, and can be upgraded later to 20 Gbps by adding a radio and
dual-polarization adaptor. These solutions come with a choice of three
high gain field-changeable antennas, 1 foot, 2 foot, and 3 foot, making them
the longest distance, highest bandwidth radio solutions in the millimeter
wave industry. Using modulations up to QAM-256 ensures very high
spectral efficiency with only 2 GHz of bandwidth required. These radios are
ideal for carriers and ISPs desiring a “future proof” wireless solution.

Advanced Features
High speed full duplex transmission of up to 10 Gbps (GbE). And the system can be
upgraded to 20 Gbps dual-radio configuration (40 Gbps total aggregated link
capacity) by adding LightPointe’s dual-polarization OMT adaptor kit for the ultimate
“future proof” solution.
World’s highest capacity 70/80 GHz solutions, and backed by LightPointe.
Multiple non-interfering frequency channels.
Three choices of high gain field-changeable antennas (1ft/30cm, 2ft/60cm, 3ft/90cm).
Hitless adaptive, coding and modulation to ensure highest system availability.
Ideal for flexible network topologies (Point-to-Point, Metro Ring/Metropolitan Area
Network (MAN), Mesh, Multi-Point Star Architectures).
Go to page one >

Section 3: 80 GHz

AireLink 80 20 Gbps
TM

World’s first 20 Gbps
millimeter wave
system...
and highest
capacity,
longest
distance!

State of the Art Features

40

Gbps Link

20 Gbps+20 Gbps

Highest capacity 70/80 GHz radios in the industry.
Longest distance (choice of high gain antennas).
All-outdoor design for simple and fast installation.
20 Gbps (40 Gbps aggregated link capacity).
The leading wireless backhaul solution
for Enterprises, 4G/5G networks,
Data Centers, ISPs, & other
networks where ultra high
capacity is critical for
data & digital video.

Point-to-Point Connectivity
Operational range of
up to ~6 miles (10 km)

1 foot/30cm

20 Gbps 70/80GHz Radios for PtP & Metro Rings

2 foot/60cm

3 foot/90cm

Since 1998 LightPointe has been the leader in wireless bridges, as
competitors have come and gone. Backed by a multi-billion dollar
company, LightPointe is capable of relentless innovation and advances in
manufacturing, providing peace of mind and the ultimate in high
performance radios. The AireLink 80 20Gig utilizes Orthomode Transducer
(OMT) polarization technology to achieve an astonishing 20 Gbps full
duplex capacity, for a total aggregated link capacity of 40 Gbps—20 Gbps
each direction, simultaneously. These radios come with a choice of three
high gain field-changeable antennas, 1 foot, 2 foot, and 3 foot, making them
the longest distance, highest bandwidth solutions available. And by using
modulations up to QAM-256 ensures very high spectral efficiency with only
2 GHz of bandwidth required. These radios are ideal for carriers and ISPs
desiring a “future proof” wireless solution.

Advanced Features
High speed full duplex transmission of up to 20 Gbps (GbE), for a total aggregated
link capacity of 40 Gbps. This creates the industry’s ultimate “future proof” solution.
World’s first 20 Gbps millimeter wave solution. Best of all, they are backed by
LightPointe, the leader in Wireless Fiber since 1998.
Multiple non-interfering frequency channels.
Three choices of high gain field-changeable antennas (1ft/30cm, 2ft/60cm, 3ft/90cm).
Hitless adaptive, coding and modulation to ensure highest system availability.
Ideal for flexible network topologies (Point-to-Point, Metro Ring/Metropolitan Area
Network (MAN), Mesh, Multi-Point Star Architectures).
*“Tandem” dual-radio configurations are not shown/photos pending.
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Section 4
Ancillary
Products
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Section 4: Ancillary Products

AireLink Viewer

Ÿ Free smartphone app which securely communicates
with LightPointe AireLink™ Series radios with
integrated Bluetooth™ SMART technology.
Ÿ Remote street-level radio performance monitoring.
Ÿ Industry exclusive by LightPointe.
Ÿ Reduces the need for installers or service personnel

to have to climb a tower or rooftop to review and
monitor radio parameters.

Radio Link Alignment & Monitoring App
LightPointe continues its leadership in point to point (PtP) radio innovation with the AireLink Viewer™ app for
Android™ based smart phones and tablets, and soon Apple OS. The app remotely communicates with the radio via
Bluetooth™ SMART technology. During initial system installation, this application can be used to monitor crucial
parameters such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) values and radio connectivity status. In postinstallation scenarios, the app reduces the need for installers or service personnel to have to climb a tower or
rooftop to review or troubleshoot radio parameters and remotely monitor link performance. This helps increase
safety for personnel, and improve link reliability in particular during times when it is difficult to get direct access to
the radio link (e.g., ice/snow conditions or after hours).
This industry-first fully integrated Bluetooth™ monitoring feature for MMW radios enables street-level radio
monitoring for the first time, and crucial radio operational parameters such as the RSSI levels or Modulation and
Coding Schemes (MCS), which are right at your finger tips using the app. Even better, we've made it easy for nontechnical personnel to remotely collect performance and other data using their smartphone or tablet and a highly
secure, password protected and encrypted communication channel to a radio.

Benefits
Ÿ

Enables personnel to remotely monitor radio link
performance.

Ÿ

Helps avoid roof-top and tower climbs during
troubleshooting, improving safety.

Ÿ

Aids in aligning and optimizing two antennas
perfectly toward each other without attaching other
instruments or equipment.

Ÿ

Assists IT personnel with troubleshooting and
improving their network.

Advanced Features
Ÿ

Free LightPointe created user-friendly app runs on
Android™ smartphones and tablets, and soon Apple™
iPhone™ and iPad™.
Communicates securely (password protected and
encrypted) with the AireLink Series radios with built-in
BlueTooth™ technology and antenna.

Network independent/network agnostic.
Real-time live updates of various radio identification and
operational parameters such as the Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) levels, and Modulation and
Coding Schemes (MCS), network settings and
hardware/software specific parameters.
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Communicates with AireLink radios over distances up to
300 feet (100m).

Glossary of Terms & Acronyms
Adaptive Coding & Modulation: ACM. Automatically optimizes link.
E-Band: 71-76 GHz, 81-86 GHz, 92-95 GHz frequency range (lightlicensed in the USA).
Free Space Optics: FSO. Optical point to point wireless solutions
utilizing lasers or LEDs. License free and immune to RF congestion
and interference.
Full Duplex: Transmission of data in both directions simultaneously.
Half Duplex: Transmission in both directions but not simultaneously.
HotSpot: Wireless Local Area Network with open access but may
require login or payment to gain access to the internet.
Interoperability: The ability of a network to coordinate and
communicate with other networks, such as two systems based on
different protocols or technologies.
Line of Site: LOS. No obstacles between radios / lasers.
Packet: A piece of data sent over a packet-switching network, such
as the Internet. A packet includes the data comprising the message
and address information about its origination and destination.
Point to Multipoint: Radios which transmit to multiple sites/devices
simultaneously. Less secure than Point to Point, shorter distances.
Point to Point: Radios or lasers which are designed to transmit in a
narrow beam path to/from another location, as opposed to Point to
Multipoint solutions. This enables longer distances, improved
reliability, and more secure transmission.
Protocol: A standard set of deﬁnitions governing how
communications are formatted in order to permit their transmission
across networks and between devices.
Repeater: Devices that receive a radio signal, amplify it and retransmit it in a new direction. Used in wireless networks to extend the
range of base station signals and to expand coverage. Repeaters are
typically used in buildings, tunnels or difﬁcult terrain.
Spectrum Allocation: The federal government designates
frequencies for speciﬁc uses, such as personal communications
services and public safety. Allocation is typically accomplished
through proceedings, which attempt to adapt allocations to
accommodate changes in spectrum demand/usage.
Spread Spectrum: A method of transmitting a radio signal by
spreading it over a wide range of frequencies. This reduces
interference and can increase the number of simultaneous users on
one radio frequency band.
Ultra Low Latency: ULL. Generally Layer 1 systems which transmit
with minimal delay and much faster than Layer 2.
V-BAND: 57 to 66 GHz unlicensed (USA) frequency spectrum.
Wireless Bridge: A wireless link between two points, such as towers
or buildings (thus avoiding trenching for cable or ﬁber and causing
infrastructure damage and installation delays).
Wireless Fiber: Radios / lasers capable of ﬁber speeds or more.
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN): Using radio frequency (RF)
technology, WLANs transmit and receive data wirelessly in a certain
area. This allows users in a small zone to transmit data and share
resources, such as printers, without physically connecting each
computer with cords or wires.
ACRONYMS:
AP: Access Point
AES: Advanced Encryption Standard.
ARK: Automatic Retransmission Queing.
AGC: Automatic Gain Control.
CPE: Customer Premise Equipment.
dB: Decibel. The difference or ratio between two signals, used to
describe effect of devices on signal strength.
dBm: dB MilliWat. The basic reference to the measurement of power
in RF (ex: 0dBm = 1mW of power).
dBd: dB Dipole.
dBi: The gain of an antenna relative to an isotropic radiator, used in
calculating ERP and range.
DSSS: Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum - a tpye of modulation
used in standards based (802.11b/g) radios.
EAP: Extensible Authentication Protocol (security for AP's).
EMI: Electro Magnetic Interference.
ERP: Effective Radiated Power, also known as EIRP Effective
"Immediated" Radiated Power or your total power output.
FDD: Frequency Division Duplex. Each radio (each side of a link)
Go to page one >

uses different frequencies to avoid interference, and transmit/receive
simultaneously.
FDM: Frequency Division Mulitplexing.
FSL: Free Space Loss (Amount of loss in dB that a signal looses
traveling through the air).
FHSS: Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (Normally used in lower
data rate radios).
FSO: Free Space Optics (Wireless laser bridges).
IEEE: Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers.
LOS: Line of Site.
MP: Multipath Propagation.
NLOS: Near Line of Site.
NON-LOS: Non Line of Site.
ODU: Outdoor Unit.
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex.
OMT: Orthomode transducer is a waveguide component which can
join two MMW radios together, with vertical and horizontal
polarization, and use one antenna.
PEAP: Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol.
POE: Power Over Ethernet (power and data using just one cable).
POP: Point of Presence.
PSK: Pre-Shared Key.
PTP: Point to Point.
PTMP: Point to Multipoint.
SOM: System Operating Margin.
SSID: Set Service Identiﬁer.
TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. A protocol
permitting communications over and between networks, the TCP/IP
protocol is the basis for the Internet communications.
TDD: Time Division Duplex. Duplex communication links where each
radio (each side of link) transmits/recieves by allocation of different
time slots in the same frequency band (a transmission scheme that
allows asymmetric ﬂow for uplink and downlink data transmission).
TKIP: Temporal Key Integrity Protocol.
TLS: Transport Layer Security.
TTLS: Tunneled Transport Layer Security.
ULL: Ultra Low Latency (Layer 1 systems which transmit faster).
VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol. VoIP is not simply capable of
delivering voice over IP, but is also designed to accommodate twoway video conferencing and application sharing as well. Based on IP
technology, VoIP is used to transfer a wide range of different type
trafﬁc.
VLAN: Virtual Local Area Network.
VPN: Virtual Private Network.
WAN: Wide Area Network. A general term referring to a large network
spanning a country or around the world. The Internet is a WAN. A
public mobile communication system such as a cellular or PCS
network is a WAN.
WEP: Wireless Equivalency Privacy.
WiFi: Wireless Fidelity. WiFi provides wireless connectivity over
unlicensed spectrum (using the IEEE 802.11a or 802.11b standards),
generally in the 2.4 and 5 GHz radio bands. Wi-Fi offers local area
connectivity to WiFi-enabled computers.
WIPOP: Wireless Point of Presence.
WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network.
WME: Wi-Fi Multi-Media Extensions.
WISP: Wireless Internet Service Provider.
802.11b: 2.4GHz, DSSS, 11Mbps (3 non overlapping channels 1, 6,
11 primarily used in WLANs).
802.11g: 2.4GHz, OFDM + DSSS,54Mbps to 11Mbps (802.11g is a
subset of 802.11b and is primarily used in WLANs).
802.11h: 5GHz extension for Europe auto frequency & power control.
802.11j: 4.9GHz extension for Japan, and USA public safety.
802.11k: Radio Resource Measurement Extensions.
802.11m.: Maintenance and Management Extensions.
802.11n: MIMO Extensions (12, 24, 48, 96 and 216Mbps in 40MHz
bandwidth).
802.11p: WAVE - Moving Vehicle Extensions.
802.11r: Advanced Roaming and Context Transfer.
802.11s: Mesh Extensions.
802.11t: Wireless Performance Predictions.
802.11x: Authentication and Encryption

World-class companies and organizations have
deployed LightPointe

LightPointe advantages and achievements:
Ÿ World’s ﬁrst 20 Gbps wireless bridge (highest capacity 70/80 GHz solution, double the
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

nearest competitor).
World’s fastest wireless bridge (Ultra Low Latency).
World’s ﬁrst (patented) Laser and Radio wireless bridge.
World’s highest powered 60 and 70/80 GHz radios, for longer distance and higher
reliability.
Broadest line of wireless bridges in the industry, for any distance and any budget.
Stability: Unlike most of our competitors, many of which are on their fourth or ﬁfth
round of VC funding, LightPointe is stable and has not had to conduct funding rounds.
This makes LightPointe the safe choice/investment for long-term peace of mind.
Most models are manufactured in San Diego, California, not in Asia. This enhances
quality and speeds innovation and support.
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